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What are they?

LIGHTING

Flue gas recovery devices are typically fitted in conjunction
with gas-fired condensing boilers.

WATER HEATING

How do they work?

MICROGENERATION

Some of the heat generated by a boiler inevitably escapes
via the flue. Flue gas recovery devices recover some of this
lost heat and re-use it to help heat the hot water supply.
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Benefits
Makes a heating system more efficient and reduces
energy bills.

What are the potential
savings?
According to the Energy Saving Trust flue gas recovery
devices could provide a 17% energy saving.
>>17%

What are the benefits of doing
this via the Green Deal?
Installing a flue gas recovery device, without the Green
Deal, would typically cost the householder £650 - £1,200
up front.
This measure can be installed at no full upfront cost to the
householder via the Green Deal.
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Can my company install flue gas recovery devices
as part of the Green Deal?
For a company to carry out energy efficiency measures
as part of the Green Deal it must be a certified Green Deal
Installer. The purpose of this is to provide assurance to
customers that the quality of work is high and that all
installations are safe.

Green Deal Installer Certification comprises two parts:
>>An assessment of the management system used by
the company.
>>An on-site assessment of installed energy
efficiency measures.

MICROGENERATION
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What do I need to do next?
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Click here to join >
or call 0843 290 3517
to find out more about how NICEIC can help
you become a certified Green Deal Installer.
One of our team will be able to guide you
through the process and provide information
about any relevant training you require.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Apply

Processing your
application

Assessment

Technical review and
certification decision

You can apply to become a
certified Green Deal Installer
by calling 0843 290 3517 or
clicking on the link to the left.

Once we have received
your application, we will
undertake some background
checks to verify the
information provided.
We will then schedule in an
assessment date as soon
as possible.

The assessment will be
undertaken at your office
and on-site. At the end
of the assessment you
will be given feedback
on the assessment visit.
However, the assessor
will not be able to say if
you have passed or failed
straight away.

Your assessment will then
be reviewed by a different
assessor who will grant
certification if you have
been successful.

